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Abstract
This paper presents analytical, Monte Carlo, and empirical evidence on combining recursive and
rolling forecasts when linear predictive models are subject to structural change. Using a
characterization of the bias-variance tradeoff faced when choosing between either the recursive and
rolling schemes or a scalar convex combination of the two, we derive optimal observation windows
and combining weights designed to minimize mean square forecast error. Monte Carlo experiments
and several empirical examples indicate that combination can often provide improvements in
forecast accuracy relative to forecasts made using the recursive scheme or the rolling scheme with a
fixed window width.
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1. Introduction
In a universe characterized by structural change, forecasting agents may feel it necessary to
estimate model parameters using only a partial window of the available observations. If the earliest
available data follow a data-generating process unrelated to the present then using such data in
estimation may lead to biased parameter estimates and forecasts. Such biases can accumulate and
lead to larger mean square forecast errors than do forecasts constructed using only that data relevant
to the present and (hopefully) future data-generating process. Unfortunately, reducing the sample in
order to reduce heterogeneity also increases the variance of the parameter estimates. This increase
in variance maps into the forecast errors and causes the mean square forecast error to increase.
Hence when constructing a forecast there is a balance between using too much or too little data to
estimate model parameters.
This tradeoff tends to lead to patterns in the decisions on whether or not to use all available data
when constructing forecasts. The finance literature tends to construct forecasts using only a rolling
window of the most recent observations. In the macroeconomics literature, while usage of rolling
schemes seems to be increasing, it has historically been more common for forecasts to be
constructed recursively – using all available data to estimate parameters (e.g. Stock and Watson,
2003). Since both financial and macroeconomic series are known to exhibit structural change
(Stock and Watson 1996, Paye and Timmermann 2006), one reason for the rolling approach to be
historically more common in finance than in macroeconomics may simply be that financial series
are often substantially longer.2
In light of the bias-variance tradeoff associated with the choice between a rolling and recursive
forecasting scheme, a combination of recursive and rolling forecasts could be superior to the
individual forecasts. Combination could be seen as a form of shrinkage. Min and Zellner (1993),
2

See Fama and MacBeth (1973) for an early example of rolling windows in finance.
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Stock and Watson (2003), Maheu and Gordon (2007), Koop and Potter (2004), and Pesaran,
Pettenuzzo and Timmermann (2006) have found some form of shrinkage to be effective in samples
with instabilities.
Accordingly, we present analytical, Monte Carlo, and empirical evidence on the effectiveness of
combining recursive and rolling forecasts, compared to using either just a recursive or rolling
forecast. We provide a characterization of the bias-variance tradeoff involved in choosing between
either the recursive and rolling schemes or a scalar convex combination of the two. This tradeoff
permits us to derive not only the optimal observation window for the rolling scheme but also a
solution for the jointly optimal observation window and combining weights. The optimal forecast
combination rule we develop can be interpreted as a frequentist approach to shrinkage.
Of course, conventional Bayesian methods provide an alternative approach to shrinkage. For
example, a Bayesian could place prior distributions on the pre-break coefficients and on the size of
coefficient change at the possible break point. With the break point unknown, a range of models
allowing different break points could then be averaged on the basis of posterior probabilities. We
consider such alternatives in our Monte Carlo and empirical analyses.
The results in the paper suggest a benefit to combining recursive and rolling forecasts. In the
theory, we show a weighted average forecast to be at least as accurate, and often more accurate,
than any forecast based on a single estimation sample, even when the single sample is optimized to
maximize forecast accuracy. In our Monte Carlo and empirical results, our proposed combination
method consistently improves forecast accuracy. Moreover, in terms of forecast accuracy, our
proposed method is at least competitive with the Bayesian alternatives we consider.
Our results build on several lines of extant work. The first is the very large and resurgent
literature on forecast combination, both theoretical (e.g. Elliott and Timmermann, 2004) and
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empirical (e.g. Stock and Watson, 2003, 2004). Second, our analysis follows very much in the
spirit of Min and Zellner (1993), who also consider forecast combination as a means of handling
heterogeneity induced by structural change. Using a Bayesian framework, they combine a stable
linear regression model with another with classical unit-root time variation in the parameters.3
Finally, our work on the optimal choice of observation window extends recent work by Pesaran
and Timmermann (2007). They, too, consider the determinants of the optimal choice of the
observation window in a linear regression framework subject to structural change. Using both
conditional and unconditional mean square errors as objective functions they find that the optimal
length of the observation window is weakly decreasing in the magnitude of the break, the size of
any change in the residual variance, and the length of the post-break period.
Our results, however, differ from those in Pesaran and Timmermann along several dimensions.
First, we model the breakpoint process as local-to-zero rather than using direct, finite-sample
magnitudes. By doing so we emphasize the importance of the choice of observation window in
situations where structural break tests have little power. Second, by using our asymptotic approach
we are able to obtain closed form solutions for the optimal window size in the presence of
conditional heteroskedasticity and serial correlation in the regression error terms. Finally, while
Pesaran and Timmermann’s Monte Carlo analysis includes model combination — with models
differing by the unknown date of the putative structural change — as a competitor to the optimal
choice of observation window, we explicitly derive closed form solutions for the optimal combining
weights.

3

In a related approach, Engle and Smith (1999) allow continuous variation in parameters, but make the rate of variation

a function of recent errors in the forecasting model. Larger errors provide a stronger signal of a change in parameters.
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Our paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 we analytically characterize the bias-variance
tradeoff and, in light of that tradeoff, determine the optimal observation window. Section 3
develops the optimal combination forecast. In section 4 we present Monte Carlo evidence on the
finite sample effectiveness of combination, along with some Bayesian alternatives. Section 5
compares the effectiveness of the forecast methods in a range of empirical applications. The final
section concludes. Details pertaining to theory are presented in an appendix.

2. Analytical Results on the Bias-Variance Tradeoff and Optimal Observation Window
In this section, after first detailing the necessary notation, we provide an analytical
characterization of the bias-variance tradeoff, created by model instability, involved in choosing
between recursive and rolling forecasts. In light of that tradeoff, we then derive the optimal
observation window. A detailed set of technical assumptions, sufficient for the results, are given in
the appendix. The same appendix provides general theoretical results (allowing for the recursive
and rolling forecasts to be combined with weights !t and 1 ! !t respectively) from which the
results in this section are derived as a special case (with !t " 0 ). We take up the possibility of
combining the recursive and rolling forecasts in section 3. Note that, for simplicity, we use the term
“rolling” to refer to model estimates and forecasts that, in our theoretical results, are based on a
partial sample of the data. In common practice, rolling estimation uses a fixed sample size; in our
results, the size of the partial sample is allowed to change as forecasting moves forward in time.
For tractability, our theoretical results are based on a single, discrete, structural break, modeled
as a local rather than global break. In practice, to be sure, some research suggests the importance of
multiple or stochastic breaks (e.g., Pesaran and Timmermann (2002) and Rapach and Wohar
(2006)). However, there are enough studies finding just a single break (e.g., Hooker (2002) and
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Estrella, Rodrigues, and Schich (2003)) to suggest practical value for our theoretical results. The
local approximation, used in much of the literature on structural break tests, makes the analytics
more tractable (as noted above, the local asymptotics allow us to derive closed form solutions under
assumptions somewhat more general than in related prior work), and is consistent with the common
view that, in practice, breaks are small enough that conventional tests have low power (see, e.g., the
power discussion in Cogley and Sargent (2005)). Of course, large breaks will have different
theoretical implications (see Inoue and Kilian, 2003, pp. 22-24). The empirical applications
considered in section 5 will shed light on the practical value of our analytical results based on a
single break and local asymptotics.

2.1 Environment
The possibility of structural change is modeled using a sequence of linear DGPs of the form4

(1)

yT ,t #" " xT' ,t #T* ,t # uT ,t # "

#T* ,t " # * # T !1/ 2 1(t $ TB )%#

ExT ,t uT ,t # " & EhT ,t #" " 0 for all t .

In this formulation, at time TB (modeled as a fixed proportion of the initial forecast origin [$BT ] )
there is structural change in the regression parameter vector # * of magnitude T !1/ 2%# . Note that
we allow the " -step ahead predictand yT ,t # " , the predictors xT ,t and the error term uT ,t # " to
depend upon T . By doing so we allow the time variation in the parameters to influence their
marginal distributions. This is necessary if we want to allow lagged dependent variables to be
predictors. Except where necessary, however, for the remainder we omit the subscript T that is
associated with the observables and the errors.

4

The parameter #T* ,t does not vary with the forecast horizon " since, in our analysis, " is treated as fixed.
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At each forecast origin t " T ,...T # P , where P denotes the number of forecasts, we observe
the sequence {y j , x 'j }tj "1 . These include a scalar random variable yt to be predicted and a
(k ' 1) vector of potential predictors x t which may include lagged dependent variables. " -step

ahead forecasts of the scalar yt # " , t " T ,...T # P , " $ 1 , are generated using the vector of
covariates x t and the linear parametric model xt' # . The parameters are estimated one of two ways.
For a time varying observation window Rt , the parameter estimates satisfy #ˆR,t =

arg min # t -1 (ts -""1 (ys # " - xs' # )2 and #ˆL,t = arg min # Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 (ys #" - xs' # )2 for the recursive
and rolling schemes respectively. The corresponding loss associated with the forecast errors are
uˆR2 ,t #" " (yt # " - xt' #ˆR,t )2 and uˆL2 ,t #" " (yt # " - xt' #ˆL,t )2 .

As detailed in the appendix, in deriving our theoretical results we maintain that the DGP is a
linear regression subject to local structural change. The structural change is nonstochastic and of a
small enough magnitude that the observables are asymptotically mean square stationary.5 Despite
various technical conditions—sufficient to insure that certain partial sums of hT ,t #" & xT ,t uT ,t # "
converge weakly to standard Brownian motion—we allow the model errors to form a conditionally
heteroskedastic MA (" ! 1) process.
Finally, in our derivations we generalize assumptions made in West (1996) that require the
length of the observation window (associated with the rolling scheme) to be fixed so that
5

Loosely speaking, an array xT ,t is asymptotically mean square stationary if in large samples it is weakly stationary.

As an example consider the AR(1) process yT ,t " (! # T !1/ 21(t $ TB )%!) # #yT ,t !1 # uT ,t with structural change in the
intercept. For t ) TB EyT ,t " ! /1 ! # and for t $ TB EyT ,t " (! # T !1/ 2%!)/1 ! # . While it is true that the
structural change implies that yT ,t is nonstationary in finite samples, in large samples such nonstationarities vanish. See
Hansen (2000) for a more rigorous definition of asymptotic mean square stationarity.
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limT *+ Rt /T " $R , (0,1) . Instead, we weaken that assumption so that

Rt /T - $R (s ) , (0, s ] , 1 . s . 1 # $P (where limT *+ P /T " $P , (0, +) ) and hence the
observation window is allowed to change with time as evidence of instability is discovered.

2.2 Theoretical results on the tradeoff
Our approach to understanding the bias-variance tradeoff is based upon an analysis of

(Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t #" - uˆL2 ,t #" ) , the difference in the (normalized) MSEs of the recursive and rolling
forecasts.6 As detailed in Theorem 1 in the appendix, we show that this statistic has an asymptotic
distribution that can be decomposed into three terms. The first component can be interpreted as the
pure “variance” contribution to the distribution of the difference in the recursive and rolling MSEs.
The third term can be interpreted as the pure “bias” contribution, while the second is an interaction
term. From that decomposition, we are able to establish that the bias-variance tradeoff depends on
factors such as the size of the rolling window and the size of the coefficient break. However,
providing a complete analysis of the distribution of the relative accuracy measure is difficult
because we do not have a closed form solution for its density. Therefore, we proceed in the
remainder of this section to focus on the mean (rather than the distribution) of the bias-variance
tradeoff when there are either no breaks or a single break.7

6

2
In Theorem 1, the tradeoff is based on (Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t # " - uˆW
,t # " ) , which depends upon the combining weights !t . If

T #P
2
ˆR2 ,t # " - uˆL2 ,t # " ) .
we set !t " 0 we find that (Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t # " - uˆW
,t # " ) = ( t "T (u
7

By taking this approach we are using the fact that under our assumptions, notably the L2 -boundedness portion of

Assumption 3, (Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t # " - uˆL2 ,t # " ) is uniformly integrable and hence the expectation of its limit is equal to the
limit of its expectation.
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The results presented below use the following additional notation: V denotes the long-run
variance of the OLS orthogonality vector ht # " , and B denotes the second moments of the
predictors, specifically, B " limT *+ (ExT ,t xT' ,t )-1 .

2.3 The case of no break
We can precisely characterize the asymptotic mean of (Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t #" - uˆL2,t #" ) in the case of no
breaks. Using the representation from Theorem 3.1 in the appendix we obtain

(2)

1#$P

E [limT ,P *+ (Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t #" - uˆL2,t #" )] = tr (BV )/1

1
1
( )ds
s $R (s )

where tr (.) denotes the trace operator. It is straightforward to establish that all else constant, the
mean variance contribution is increasing in the window width $R (s ) , decreasing in the forecast
duration $P and negative semi-definite for all $P and $R (s ) . Not surprisingly, we obtain the
intuitive result that in the absence of any structural breaks the optimal observation window is

$R (s ) " s . In other words, in the absence of a break, the recursive scheme is always best.

2.4 The case of a single break
Now suppose that a permanent structural change, of magnitude T !1/ 2%# 0 0 , occurs in the
parameter vector # at time 1 . TB . t where again, t " T ,...T # P denotes the present
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forecasting origin. In the following let limT *+ TB /T " $B , (0, s ) . Substitution into Theorem 1
in the appendix yields the following corollary regarding the bias-variance tradeoff.

Corollary 2.1: (a) If $R (s ) 1 s ! $B for all s , [1,1 # $P ] then
1#$P

E [limT ,P *+ (Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t #" - uˆL2,t #" )] = /1
1#$P

/1

[%# 'B -1%#(s - $R (s ))(s - $B )(

1
1
[tr (BV )( )]ds +
s $R (s )

-(s - $B )(s # $R (s )) # 2s$R (s ))
)]ds .
s 2$R2 (s )

(b) If $R (s ) . s ! $B for all s , [1,1 # $P ] then E [limT ,P *+ (Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t #" - uˆL2,t #" )] =
1#$P

/1

$2
1
1
1#$
[tr (BV )( )]ds + /1 P [%# 'B -1%#( B2 )]ds .
s $R (s )
s

From Corollary 2.1 we see that the tradeoff depends upon a weighted average of the precision of
the parameter estimates as measured by tr (BV ) and the magnitude of the structural break as
measured by the quadratic %# 'B -1%# . Note that the first term in each of the expansions is
negative semi-definite while that for the latter is positive semi-definite. The optimal observation
window given this tradeoff—optimal for forecasting in the presence of a single structural change in
the regression coefficients—is provided in the following corollary.

Corollary 2.2: In the presence of a single break in the regression parameter vector, the pointwise
optimal observation window satisfies

9

$R* (s )

%# ' B -1 %#
2
3
3
$
$
s
2
(
)
B
B
3
tr (BV )
3
3
s
0 .1!
3
s
3
3
' -1
' -1
= 34
.
%# B %#
%# B %#
2(s - $B )2
2$B (s - $B )
3
3
s
tr (BV )
tr (BV )
3
1!
)0)
3
' -1
' -1
3
%# B %#
%# B %#
s
3
2(s - $B )
-1
3
s # 2$B (s - $B )
3
tr (BV )
tr (BV )
3
5

We describe these as pointwise optimal because they are derived by maximizing the arguments
of the integrals in parts (a) and (b) of Corollary 2.1 that contribute to the average expected mean
square differential over the duration of forecasting. In particular, the results of Corollary 2.2 follow
from maximizing

(3)

1
1
-(s - $B )(s # $R (s )) # 2s$R (s )
) + %# 'B -1%#(s - $R (s ))(s - $B )(
tr (BV )( )
s $R (s )
s 2$R2 (s )

with respect to $R (s ) for each s and keeping track of the relevant corner solutions.
The formula in Corollary 2.2 is plain enough that comparative statics are reasonably simple.
Perhaps the most important is that the observation window is decreasing in the ratio

%# 'B -1%# / tr (BV ) . For smaller breaks we expect to use a larger observation window and when
parameter estimates are more precisely estimated (so that tr (BV ) is small) we expect to use a
smaller observation window. In fact, as the break magnitudes ( %# 'B -1%# ) become large, or the
precision ( tr (BV ) ) of the parameter estimates shrinks to zero, we obtain the intuitive result that the
observation window includes only post-break data.
Note, however, that the term %# 'B -1%# is a function of the local-to-zero break magnitude %#
and that these optimal windows are not presented relative to an environment in which agents are
forecasting in ‘real time’. We therefore suggest a transformed formula. Let B̂ and Vˆ denote
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estimates of B and V respectively. If we let %#̂ and TˆB denote OLS estimates of the break
magnitude (T !1/ 2%# ) at time TB and %ˆB " TˆB / t , we obtain the following real time estimate of
the pointwise optimal observation window.9

(4)

Rˆt* =

23
t %#ˆ'Bˆ -1%#ˆ
33t
0 . 1 ! 2%ˆB (1 - %ˆB )(
)
33
ˆ ˆ)
tr (BV
33
33
t %#ˆ'Bˆ -1%#ˆ
)
4 2t(1 - %ˆB )2 (
33
ˆ ˆ)
ˆ' ˆ -1 ˆ
tr (BV
1
ˆB (1 - %ˆB )(t %# B %# ) ) 0 )
33
!
1
2
%
'
-1
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
tr (BV )
t %#ˆ'Bˆ -1%#ˆ
333 2(1 - %ˆ )(t %# B %# ) - 1
1 # 2%ˆB (1 - %ˆB )(
)
B
33
ˆ ˆ)
ˆ ˆ)
tr (BV
tr (BV
5

One final note on the formulae in Corollary 2.2 and (4). In Corollary 2.2, we use break
magnitudes that are ‘local-to-zero’ to model the bias-variance tradeoff faced by a forecasting agent
in finite samples. Doing so allows us to derive closed form solutions for the optimal observation
window. Moreover, as noted in Elliott (2005), it captures the practical reality of forecasting in an
environment in which it is difficult to detect structural change.
Unfortunately, by taking this approach we arrive at formulas that depend upon unknown, localto-zero break magnitudes that cannot be consistently estimated (Bai (1997)). Regardless, we
continue to use OLS estimates of these break magnitudes and dates to estimate (inconsistently) the
implied optimal observation window. Our Monte Carlo experiments indicate that the primary
difficulty is not the inconsistency of our estimate of the optimal observation window; rather, the

9

We estimate B with Bˆ " (t -1 (tj "1 x j x j' )-1 , where xt is the vector of regressors in the forecasting model (supposing

the MSE stationarity assumed in the theoretical analysis). In our Monte Carlo and empirical implementations, tr (BV )
is estimated as tr (BV ) = tr [(t -1 ( tj "1 x j x j' )-1 (t -1 ( tj "1 uˆ2j # " x j x j' )] , where û refers to the residuals from estimates of the
forecasting model using data from 1 to t .
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primary difficulty is break identification and dating.10 Optimal rolling window (and combination)
forecasts that estimate the size of the break using the known date of the break in the DGP perform
essentially as well as forecasts using both the known size and date of the break. Not surprisingly,
forecast accuracy deteriorates somewhat when both the size and date of the break are estimated.
Even so, we find that the estimated quantities perform well enough to be a valuable tool for
forecasting.

3. Combining Recursive and Rolling Forecasts
In section 2 we discussed how the choice of observation window can improve forecast accuracy
by appropriately balancing a bias-variance tradeoff. In this section, we consider whether combining
recursive and rolling forecasts can also improve forecast accuracy by balancing a similar tradeoff.

3.1 Optimal combination
With linear models, a linear combination of the recursive and rolling forecasts is the same as
that generated with a linear combination of the recursive and rolling parameter estimates.
Accordingly, we consider generating a forecast using coefficients #ˆW ,t = !t #ˆR,t + (1 ! !t )#ˆL,t ,
2
'ˆ
2
with corresponding loss uˆW
,t # " = (yt # " - x t #W ,t ) .

Using Theorem 1 in the appendix, we are able to derive not only the optimal observation
window for such a forecast, but also the associated optimal combining weight in the presence of a
single structural break. If, as we have for the observation window Rt , we let !t converge weakly
to the function !(s ) , the following corollaries provide the desired results. Note again that the

10

Elliott (2005) reaches a similar conclusion in the context of forecasting.
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windows are pointwise optimal because they are derived by maximizing the components of the
expected loss differential over the duration of forecasting.

Corollary 3.1: (a) If $R (s ) 1 s ! $B for all s , [1,1 # $P ] then
1#$P

2
E [limT ,P *+ (Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t #" - uˆW
,t # " )] = tr (BV )/1

1#$P

%# 'B -1%# /1

1
1
(1 - !(s ))2 ( )ds +
s $R (s )

(s - $B )(!(s )(s - $R (s )) - (s # $R (s ))) # 2s$R (s ))
(1 - !(s ))(s - $R (s ))(s - $B )(
)ds .
s 2$R2 (s )

2
(b) If $R (s ) . s ! $B for all s , [1,1 # $P ] then E [limT ,P *+ (Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t #" - uˆW
,t # " )] =

1#$P

tr (BV )/1

$2
1
1
1#$
(1 - !(s ))2 ( )ds + %# 'B -1%# /1 P (1 - !2 (s ))( B2 )ds .
s $R (s )
s

Corollary 3.2: In the presence of a single break in the regression parameter vector, the pointwise
(jointly) optimal window width and combining weights satisfy ($R* (s ), !* (s )) =
s

(s ! $B ,
s #(

'

-1

%# B %#
tr (BV )

).
)$B (s - $B )

In contrast to the optimal observation window result from Corollary 2.2, the joint optimal
solution is surprisingly simple. In particular, the optimal strategy is to combine a rolling forecast
that uses all post-break observations with a recursive forecast that uses all observations. In other
words, under the assumptions on the breakpoint process considered here, the best strategy for
minimizing the mean square forecast error in the presence of a structural break is not so much to
optimize the observation window, but to focus instead on forecast combination. Corollary 3.2
therefore provides a formal justification for the model averaging Pesaran and Timmermann (2007)
include in their Monte Carlo analysis. While our formal results only apply in our single break
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setup, the intuition that applies in the single break case should also go through in alternative setups,
such as a case of multiple breaks. Accordingly, the basic finding that combination is optimal
should, under similar data features, extend to other cases such as multiple breaks. However, it
would be very difficult to prove analytically, and we have not done so in this paper.
Comparative statics for the combining weights are straightforward. As the magnitude of the
break increases relative to the precision of the parameter estimates, the weight on the recursive
scheme decreases. We also obtain the intuitive result that as the time since the break (s ! $B )
increases, we eventually place all weight on the rolling scheme.
Again though, the optimal observation windows and combining weights in Corollary 3.2 are not
presented in a real time context and depend upon several unknown quantities. If we make the same
change of scale and use the same estimators that were used for equation (4), we obtain the real time
equivalents of the formula in Corollary 3.2.
(5)

(Rˆt*, !ˆt* ) = (t(1 ! %ˆB ),

1
).
t %#ˆ'Bˆ -1%#ˆ ˆ
1#(
)%B (1 - %ˆB )
ˆ ˆ)
tr (BV

4. Monte Carlo Results
We use Monte Carlo simulations of multivariate data-generating processes to evaluate, in finite
samples, the performance of the forecast methods described above. In these experiments, the DGP
relates a scalar predictand y to lagged y and lagged x with the coefficients on lagged y and x
subject to a structural break. As described below, forecasts of y are generated with the basic
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approaches considered above, along with some related Bayesian methods described below.
Performance is evaluated on the basis of average MSEs across Monte Carlo draws.

4.1 Experiment design
To ensure the practical relevance of our results, we use two DGPs based on relationships
estimated from quarterly U.S. data, taken from variants of applications we consider in the next
section. We base DGP 1 on the relationships among GDP growth (y), the spread between the 10year Treasury bond and 3-month Treasury bill rates (x1), and the change in the 3-month Treasury
bill rate (x2):12
yt # (.2 $ dt "1%by ) yt "1 $ (2.0 $ d t "1%bx1 ) x1,t "1 $ (1.4 $ dt "1%bx 2 ) x2,t "1 $ ut
x1,t # 1.1x1,t "1 " .2 x1,t " 2 $ v1,t
x2,t # .3 x2,t "1 " .3 x2,t " 2 $ v2,t
ut , v1t , v2t ~ N (0, &)
'10.4
(
)
*
& # ) ".2 .3
*
) .6 ".3 .5 *
+
,
dt # 1(t - !BT )
In our baseline experiments, the size of the coefficient break is taken from the empirical estimates:

(%by ,%bx1,%bx 2 ) # (0.0, " 1.8, " 1.0). We also consider experiments with a break half as large as in
the baseline case and a break twice as large as in the baseline.

12

We estimated the relationship with quarterly 1953-2006 data, imposing an Andrews (1993) test-identified break in

1984. The estimated relationships include intercepts, which we exclude from the DGP (but not the forecasting models)
for simplicity.
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We base DGP 2 on the relationships among the change in CPI inflation (y) and two common
business cycle factors (x1, x2): 13
yt # (".5 $ dt "1%by1 ) yt "1 $ (".3 $ dt "1%by1 ) yt " 2 $ (.2 $ dt "1%bx1 ) x1,t "1 $ (".2 $ dt "1%bx 2 ) x2,t "1 $ ut
x1,t # .8 x1,t "1 " .1x1,t " 2 $ v1,t
x2,t # .8 x2,t "1 $ v2,t
ut , v1t , v2t ~ N (0, &)
' 1.6
(
)
*
& # ) 0.0 6.7
*
) ".2 ".7 2.4 *
+
,
dt # 1(t - !BT )
In our baseline experiments, the size of the coefficient break is taken from the empirical estimates:
(%by , %bx1 , %bx 2 ) # (".1, " .2, .1, .2) . We also consider experiments with a break half as large as in
the baseline case and a break twice as large as in the baseline.
In each experiment, with post-war quarterly data in mind, we conduct 5000 simulations of data
sets of 180 observations (not counting the initial observations necessitated by the lag structure of the
DGP). The data are generated using innovation draws from the normal distribution and the
autoregressive structure of the DGP.14 We set T , the number of observations preceding the first
forecast date, to 100, and consider forecast periods of various lengths: P = 1, 20, 40, and 80

13

We estimated the relationship with quarterly (rather than monthly in the interest of keeping tractable the Monte Carlo

time required) 1960-2006 data, imposing an Andrews (1993) test-identified break in 1980. The quarterly factor index
values are within-quarter averages of monthly factors. For convenient scaling of the reported residual covariance
matrix, the factors were multiplied by 10 prior to DGP estimation. The estimated relationships include intercepts,
which we exclude from the DGP (but not the forecasting models) for simplicity.
14

The initial observations necessitated by the lag structure of the model are generated from draws of the unconditional

normal distribution implied by the (pre-break) model parameterization.
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(corresponding to $P = .01, .2, .4, .6, and 1.0). For each value of P, forecasts are evaluated over the
period T # 1 through T # P .
We present results for experiments with two different break dates (a single break in each
experiment), at observations 60 and 80 (corresponding to $B = .6 and .8).

4.2 Forecast approaches: combination and Bayesian model averaging
Forecasts of yt #1, t " T ,...,T # P, are formed from various estimates of the model

y t $1 # b' X t $ et $1 ,
where X t # (1, y t , x1,t , x 2,t )' for DGP 1 and X t # (1, y t , y t "1, x1,t , x 2,t )' for DGP 2. Table 1 details all of
the forecast methods. As to the particulars of the implementation of our proposed forecasts, we
note the following.
1. Our break tests are based on the full set of forecast model coefficients. For a data sample
from observation 1 through the forecast origin t, we test for a break in the middle t-40
observations (i.e., we impose a minimum segment length of 20 periods). The break test analysis
is performed in real time, with tests applied at each forecast origin.
2. For all but one of the forecasts that rely on break identification, if in forecast period t # 1
the break metric fails to identify a break in earlier data, then the estimation window is the full,
available sample, and the forecast for t # 1 is the same as the recursive forecast.
3. Our results using break tests are based on the Andrews (1993) test for a single break, with a
2.5% significance level.15 In results not reported in the interest of brevity, we considered

15

At each point in time, the asymptotic p-value of the sup Wald test is calculated using Hansen’s (1997) approximation.

As noted by Inoue and Rossi (2005) in the context of causality testing, repeated tests in such real time analyses with the
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various alternatives, including the reverse order CUSUM method proposed by Pesaran and
Timmermann (2002) and the BIC criterion of Yao (1988) and Bai and Perron (2003) (which
allows for multiple breaks). While these approaches may have advantages in other settings, in
our Monte Carlo experiments and empirical applications, the Andrews test approach generally
performed better.
4. Although infeasible in empirical applications, for benchmarking purposes we report results
for forecasts based on the optimal weight !t* and window Rt* calculated using the known
features of the DGP – the break point, the break size, and the population moments of the data.
5. In light of the difficulty of identifying breaks in small samples and the potentially positive
impact of forecast combination, we report results for an optimal combination of the recursive
forecast with the fixed rolling window (40 observation) forecast. The combination weight is
estimated using equation (5), assuming a break 10 years prior to the forecast origin.
Admittedly, this 10-year window specification is somewhat arbitrary. With different break
timing, the same window choice might not work as well. In practice, though, empirical forecast
studies commonly use similar window sizes. Moreover, the 10-year window proves to work
well in the applications in section 5.

Insert Table 1 here

The forecast methods for which we report results include Bayesian methods that might be
considered natural alternatives to our proposed combination forecasts.16 These Bayesian forecasts
are based on a model that allows a single break in the coefficients sometime in the estimation
use of standard critical values will result in spurious break findings. However, in our context, in DGPs with breaks,
performance could deteriorate, because not enough breaks would be found.
16

Our Bayesian implementation is related to those of Wang and Zivot (2000) and Hultblad and Karlsson (2006).
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sample (specifically, sometime in the middle t-40 observations of a sample ending in t):
yt $1 # xt.(b $ dt %b) $ et $1 , dt # 1(t - break date) . In the interest of presuming no break unless the data
indicate otherwise, we use a loose prior for the pre-break coefficients (b) and allow a potentially
informative prior for the coefficient shifts (%b). We set the prior standard deviation on all b
elements to be 1000/ and the standard deviation on all %b elements to !/ , where ! is a

hyperparameter determining the tightness of the prior (all prior covariances are 0). All prior means
are 0. For tractability, we use the textbook Normal-Gamma form for the prior, which yields a
Normal-Gamma posterior.17
As to the hyperparameter setting, we consider two alternative approaches. First, in line with
common BVAR practice (embedded, for example, in the defaults of Estima’s RATS software), we
fix ! at 0.2. Second, we consider a grid of values for ! , ranging from .0001 (which essentially
corresponds to no break) to 1000 (which essentially results in a post-break rolling estimate), and use
the ! value delivering the highest marginal likelihood.18
Of course, the break date needed in this Bayesian approach is not actually known. In results not
reported, we considered (i) a fixed break date of 10 years prior to the forecast origin and (ii) the
break date that delivers the highest marginal likelihood. However, in terms of point accuracy,
forecasts based on a single model or break date were generally dominated by forecasts obtained by
averaging across all possible break dates (in the middle t-40 observations of the sample of t

17

We use a loose prior for the inverse of the residual variance, of the form G(1/v,1), where v is set to .9 times the

sample variance of the dependent variable estimated with data up to the forecast origin.
18

The other hyperparameter values in the grid are .002, .1, .2, 4, 1.6, 4, 20, 100, and 400.
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observations), with each possible break date/model/forecast weighted by its posterior probability.19
We report one Bayesian model average forecast obtained with a fixed ! # .2 setting and another
that (at each point in the forecast sample) uses the setting delivering the highest marginal likelihood.

4.3 Simulation results
For simplicity, in presenting average MSEs, we only report actual average MSEs for the
recursive forecast. For all other forecasts, we report the ratio of a forecast’s average MSE to the
recursive forecast’s average MSE.
4.3.1 Average MSEs in baseline experiments

Table 2 reports results from our baseline Monte Carlo experiments, in which the sizes of the
breaks in the DGPs match the estimates based on U.S. data. In these experiments, the forecasts
based on the known features of the DGPs (break timing, size, and population moments) confirm the
broad implications of the theoretical results in sections 2 and 3. Specifically, the combined forecast
based on the known optimal !t* (opt. comb.: known) is more accurate than the forecast based on
the known optimal estimation sample (rolling: known R*), which is in turn more accurate than the
forecast based on the known post-break estimation sample (rolling: known break R). And, in these
experiments, the coefficient breaks are large enough that the forecast based on the post-break
sample is more accurate than the forecast based on the full sample. For example, when the break in
DGP 1 occurs at observation 80, the rolling: known break R, rolling: known R*, and opt. comb.:
known forecasts for the P = 1 sample have MSE ratios of, respectively, .979, .950, and .900.

Moreover, in line with our theory, the advantages of the optimal sample and combination
forecasts over the post-break sample forecast tend to decline as the break moves further back in
19

The posterior probability is calculated using the conventional Normal-Gamma analytical formula for the marginal

likelihood.
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time (relative to the forecast origin). In the experiments with a break at observation 80, differences
in the accuracies of the three aforementioned forecasts are quite small for the P = 80 sample, at
MSE ratios of .914, .912, and .898 in the DGP 1 results. Similarly, the advantages of the optimal
sample and optimal combination forecasts over the post-break sample forecast are generally smaller
in experiments with a break at observation 60 than in experiments with a break at observation 80.
For example, when the break in DGP 1 occurs at observation 60, the rolling: known break R,
rolling: known R*, and opt. comb.: known forecasts for the P = 1 sample have MSE ratios of,

respectively, .936, .933, and .915 (compared to .979, .950, and .900 when the break occurs at
observation 80).

Insert Table 2 here

Not surprisingly, feasible forecasts based on estimates of the break date and size and other data
moments are less accurate than the infeasible forecasts based on the known break date and size and
moments. Nonetheless, the aforementioned implications of our theory continue to hold, although
less dramatically than in the known moment case. In Table 2’s baseline experiments, the estimated
optimal combination forecast is slightly more accurate than the forecast based on the estimated
optimal sample, which is in turn more accurate than the forecast based on the estimated post-break
sample. For example, over the P = 20 sample, the rolling: post-break R, rolling: estimated R*,
and opt. comb.: estimated forecasts have MSE ratios of, respectively, .986, .964, and .962 in the
DGP 1 experiment.
Much of the accuracy gap between the feasible methods of optimal sample and combination
forecasting and the theoretical, infeasible methods appears to be attributable to difficulties in
identifying whether a break occurred and when (difficulties perhaps not surprising in light of extant
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evidence of size and power problems with break tests). If we impose the known break date in
determining the post-break sample and estimating the optimal sample size and combination weight
(forecasts not reported in the tables in the interest of brevity), we obtain forecasts nearly as accurate
as the rolling: known break R, rolling: known R* and opt. comb.: known forecasts.
Accordingly, accuracy might be improved by simply imposing an arbitrary break date in model
estimation and combination. Such an approach is not entirely uncommon; studies such as Swanson
(1998) and Del Negro et al. (2007) have used rolling window sizes seemingly arbitrarily set,
ranging from 10 to 30 years of data. We therefore consider two forecasts that suppose a break
occurred 40 observations (10 years of quarterly data) prior to the end of the estimation
sample/forecast origin: one based on a rolling estimation sample of 40 observations, and another
obtained as an estimated optimal combination of the recursive forecast with the 40 observation
rolling sample forecast.
In Table 2’s results, imposing a break 40 observations prior to each forecast origin significantly
improves the performance of our proposed optimal combination approach – enough that, among the
feasible non-Bayesian forecasts in Table 2, the resulting optimal combination forecast is the most
accurate. For example, with DGP 1, over the P = 20 sample, the opt. comb.: fixed R forecast has an
MSE ratio of .914, compared to MSE ratios of .962 and .884 for the opt. comb.: estimated and opt.
comb.: known forecasts. Admittedly, there are cases in Table 2, such as with DGP 1 and P = 1, in

which the opt. comb.: fixed R forecast has little or no advantage over the forecast (rolling: fixed R)
based on an arbitrary rolling sample of 40 observations. However, for larger forecast samples, the
combination forecast is more accurate than the fixed rolling window forecast. For instance, with
DGP 2 with a break at observation 60 and P = 80, the opt. comb.: fixed R forecast has an MSE ratio
of .958, while the rolling: fixed R forecast yields an MSE ratio of .992. The improvement with
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larger samples reflects the fact that, as forecasting moves forward in time, more of the available
data come to reflect the post-break sample, such that it is increasingly advantageous to incorporate
information from the full sample of data (as the combination forecast does, by putting weight on the
recursively estimated model) rather than just using the most recent data.
In Table 2’s baseline experiments, our proposed optimal combination forecast based on a fixed
break date of 40 observations prior to the forecast origin is competitive with Bayesian methods. For
example, over the P = 80 forecast sample, the BMA forecast with the fixed prior variance
hyperparameter yields MSE ratios of, respectively, .917 and .892 in DGPs 1 and 2 with a break at
observation 80. The opt. comb.: fixed R forecast yields corresponding MSE ratios of .930 and .925.
Of the two BMA forecasts, in the baseline experiments, imposing a fixed hyperparameter value of !
= .2 tends to yield forecasts slightly more accurate (more so for smaller forecast samples than larger
forecast samples) than those obtained by choosing at each forecast origin the hyperparameter value
that maximizes the marginal likelihood. Continuing with the same example, the BMA forecast with
an optimized prior variance hyperparameter yields MSE ratios of .931 (DGP 1) and .898 (DGP 2).

4.3.2 Average MSEs in experiments with smaller and larger breaks

In broad terms, the results described above continue to hold in Monte Carlo simulations of
DGPs in which the break in coefficients is half as small as or twice as large as the break imposed in
the baseline simulations. For example, in the smaller break results reported in the upper panel of
Table 3, the opt. comb.: fixed R is the most accurate of all of the feasible forecasts based on an
estimated optimal estimation sample or combination. For instance, with a forecast sample of P =
20, this forecast has an MSE ratio of 1.000 with both DGP 1 and DGP 2, compared to the opt.
comb.: estimated forecast’s MSE ratio of 1.040 in DGP 1 and 1.038 in DGP 2.
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Insert Table 3 here

However, making the DGP coefficient break smaller or larger than in the baseline case does
lead to some changes in results – changes in line with the implications of the theory results in
sections 2 and 3. With the smaller coefficient break (top panel of Table 3), using just the post-break
sample to estimate the forecasting model yields a forecast much less (for smaller P) accurate than
does using the full sample, with MSE ratios of roughly 1.17 for the P = 1 sample. The smaller
break also gives the opt. comb.: fixed R forecast a larger advantage over the rolling: fixed R
forecast. For instance, with DGP 1 and P = 80, the opt. comb.: fixed R forecast’s MSE ratio is
1.009, compared to the rolling: fixed R forecast’s MSE ratio of 1.045. One other change associated
with making the DGP break smaller is that the BMA forecast with the fixed hyperparameter has a
slight accuracy advantage over all the other feasible forecasts. Continuing with the DGP 1, P = 80
example, the BMA, fixed prior variance forecast has an MSE ratio of .990. Overall, with the
smaller break, our proposed opt. comb.: fixed R forecast is nearly as accurate as the best-performing
BMA forecast and as accurate as the next-best recursive forecast.
Making the DGP break larger also leads to some changes in results consistent with our theory
findings. Broadly, the gains to combination over optimal sample determination, and the gains to
optimal sample determination over using just a post-break window decline. For example, as shown
for DGP 1 and P = 1 in the lower panel of Table 3, the MSE ratios of the rolling: known R* and
opt. comb.: known forecasts are .672 and .657, respectively, compared to the rolling: known break
R forecasts MSE ratio of .675. Moreover, because the larger break is easier to empirically identify,

the combination forecast based on the Andrews test-determined date is more accurate than the
combination forecast based on the fixed break date of 40 observations prior to the forecast origin
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and the fixed rolling window forecast. For example, with DGP 2 and P = 20, the MSE ratios of the
rolling: fixed R, opt. comb.: estimated, and opt. comb.: fixed R forecasts are, respectively, .679,

.600, and .702. Finally, with the larger break, the BMA forecasts are sometimes a bit better and
other times a bit worse than the opt. comb.: estimated forecast.20 In the same example, the BMA,
fixed prior variance forecast’s MSE ratio is .577.

5. Application Results

To evaluate the empirical performance of the various forecast combination methods, we
consider six different applications to U.S. data. In the first, we forecast quarterly U.S. GDP growth
with one lag of growth, the spread between the 10-year Treasury bond yield and the 3-month
Treasury bill rate, and the change in the 3-month rate. In the other five, we use common business
cycle factors estimated as in Stock and Watson (2005) to forecast a selection of the monthly
predictands considered by Stock and Watson: growth in payroll employment, growth in industrial
production, the change in the unemployment rate, the change in the 3-month Treasury bill rate, and
the change in CPI inflation. In each of these applications, the forecasting model includes six lags of
the dependent variable and one lag of each of three common factors.21

20

With the larger break, the best Bayesian forecast – unreported, but comparable to the opt. comb.: estimated forecast

in the large break case – is one that picks a single break date, to maximize the marginal likelihood.
21

The common factors are estimated with the principal component approach of Stock and Watson (2002, 2005), using a

data set of 127 monthly series nearly identical to Stock and Watson's (2005). Following the specifications of Stock and
Watson (2005), we first transformed the data for stationarity, screened for outliers, and standardized the data, and then
computed principal components. We did so on a recursive basis, estimating different time series of factors at each
forecast origin.
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For all six applications, there is some evidence of historical instability in the relationship of
interest.22 For each application, a conventional Andrews (1993) test applied to the full sample of
data rejects the null of stability (under both asymptotic and bootstrapped critical values).23 For the
CPI inflation application, the OLS-estimated break date is in 1974; in all other applications, the
break date falls sometime in the early 1980s. Accordingly, our preceding theoretical and Monte
Carlo results suggest that combining recursive and rolling forecasts may improve accuracy.
For these applications, we consider one-step ahead forecasts from 1985 through 2006:Q2 (GDP
growth) or June 2006 ( all other applications). In the GDP growth application, the model estimation
sample begins with 1953:Q4; for the others, the estimation sample begins with July 1960.
The forecasts considered are the same as those included in the Monte Carlo analysis, with some
minor modifications. The fixed rolling window forecasts use a window size of 10 years of data (40
observations for GDP growth, 120 observations for the other applications). In the break analysis,
we impose a minimum break segment length of five years of data (20 observations for GDP growth,
60 observations for the other applications). We also, by necessity, drop consideration of the rolling
forecasts based on the known post-break and known R* samples and combination based on the
known optimal weight.
In line with common practice, we report our results in the form of MSEs relative to the MSE of
a baseline forecast method, here taken to be the recursive forecast. For the recursive case, we report
22

In addition, Estrella, et al. (2003) and Stock and Watson (2003), among others, report some evidence of instability in

the relationship of GDP growth to interest rate term spreads.
23

As first shown in Diebold and Chen (1996), Andrews (1993) tests applied to time series data tend to be over-sized,

with the problem increasing in the degree of persistence in the data. Following Clark and McCracken (2006), in judging
the significance of the break tests we consider critical values obtained with a wild bootstrap of a VAR in the series of
interest.
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the RMSE. For all others, we report the ratio of the MSE of the given forecast relative to the
recursive forecast’s MSE.

Insert Table 4 here

In broad terms, the application results in Table 4 are consistent with our theory and Monte Carlo
results. In these applications, for which there is evidence of significant breaks, there is little or no
advantage to using an optimal sample window over using just a post-break window. For example,
in the GDP & interest rates application, the rolling: post-break R forecast’s MSE ratio is .949,
compared to the rolling: estimated R* forecast’s MSE ratio of .956. In most cases, the estimated
optimal combination forecast improves on the accuracy of the optimal sample window forecast, but
only modestly. In the same example, the opt. comb.: estimated forecast’s MSE ratio is .951.
Reflecting the empirical difficulty of identifying breaks, using a fixed break date of 10 years
prior to the forecast origin yields significantly more accurate forecasts. In the same example, the
opt. comb.: fixed R forecast has an MSE ratio of .840. In the employment & factors application,

the opt. comb.: fixed R forecast has an MSE ratio of .880, compared to .931, .963, and .941 for,
respectively, the rolling: post-break R, rolling: estimated R*, and opt. comb.: estimated forecasts.
In these two applications, the coefficient break is apparently large enough that even the bestperforming combination forecast is little or no more accurate than the rolling: fixed R forecast.
However, in the other four applications, the opt. comb.: fixed R forecast improves upon the
accuracy of the rolling: fixed R forecast. For example, in the 3-month T-bill & factors application,
the rolling: fixed R and opt. comb.: fixed R forecasts have MSE ratios of, respectively, .988 and
.926.
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Finally, in these six applications, our proposed opt. comb.: fixed R forecast is generally,
although not necessarily dramatically, more accurate than the BMA forecasts. In the GDP &
interest rates application, the BMA, fixed prior variance forecast (in most of the applications, the
fixed prior works better than the marginal likelihood-maximizing prior) has an MSE ratio of .958,
compared to the opt. comb.: fixed R forecast’s MSE ratio of .840. In the 3-month T-bill & factors
application, the BMA, fixed prior variance and opt. comb.: fixed R forecasts have MSE ratios of,
respectively, 1.009 and .926.
Overall, the results in Table 4 suggest that, in applications in which breaks may have occurred,
combining forecasts from full sample and post-break sample model estimates can be a reasonably
robust method for improving forecast accuracy. In light of the difficulty of empirically identifying
breaks, unless the break evidence is overwhelming, it is likely better to impose an arbitrary break
date such as 10 years prior to the forecast origin than to try to empirically identify the data. Such an
approach appears to be at least competitive with alternatives such as Bayesian estimation and
averaging of models with breaks.
6. Conclusion

Within this paper we provide several new results that can be used to improve forecast accuracy
in an environment characterized by heterogeneity induced by structural change. These methods
focus on the selection of the observation window used to estimate model parameters and the
possible combination of forecasts constructed using the recursive and rolling schemes. We first
provide a characterization of the bias-variance tradeoff that a forecasting agent faces when deciding
which of these methods to use. Given this characterization we establish pointwise optimality results
for the selection of both the observation window and any combining weights that might be used to
construct forecasts.
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Overall, the results in the paper suggest a clear benefit – in theory and practice – to some form
of combination of recursive and rolling forecasts. Our theoretical results can be viewed as
providing a frequentist justification for and approach to shrinkage; various Bayesian methods offer
alternative, parallel justification. Our Monte Carlo results and results for a wide range of
applications show that combining forecasts from models estimated with recursive and rolling
samples consistently benefits forecast accuracy.
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Appendix: Theoretical Results on the Bias-Variance Tradeoff

In this appendix we provide a Theorem that is used to derive the Corollaries in the text. Along
with proofs of the Corollaries, as an aid in the proofs, an intermediate appendix Corollary is
provided. In the following let UT ,t = (hT6 ,t # " , vec(xT ,t xT6 ,t )6 )6 , V = ( "j "-1-" #1 711, j where 711, j is
the upper block-diagonal element of 7 j defined below, - denotes weak convergence, B !1 =

limT *+ T -1 (Tt "1 E (xT ,t xT' ,t ) , and W (.) denotes a standard (k ' 1) Brownian motion. For brevity,
in the statement of Theorem 1, we define the function g(t /T ) " 1(t /T $ TB /T )%# and its weak
limit g(s ) . For any ( m ' n ) matrix A with elements ai, j and column vectors a j , let vec(A)
denote the ( mn ' 1 ) vector [a1' , a2' ,..., an' ]' , let | A | denote the max norm and define supt =
supT .t .T #P . For the recursive scheme let HT ,R (t ) = (t -1 (st -""1 xT ,s uT ,s #" ) = (t -1 (ts -""1 hT ,s #" ) ,
BT ,R (t ) = (t -1 (ts -""1 xT ,s xT' ,s )-1 and DT ,R (t ) = (t -1 (ts -""1 xT ,s xT' ,s g(s /T )) . For the rolling scheme let
HT ,L (t ) = (Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 xT ,s uT ,s #" ) = (Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 hT ,s #" ) , BT ,L (t ) =
(Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 xT ,s xT' ,s )-1 and DT ,L (t ) = (Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 xT ,s xT' ,s g(s /T )) . In this notation we

obtain #ˆR,t ! # * = T -1/ 2BT ,R (t )DT ,R (t ) + BT ,R (t )HT ,R (t ) and #ˆL,t ! # * = T -1/ 2BT ,L (t )DT ,L (t ) +
BT ,L (t )HT ,L (t ) . 0

Assumption 1: The DGP satisfies yT ,t #" " xT' ,t #T* ,t # uT ,t # " , #T* ,t " # * # T !1/ 2 1(t $ TB )%#
for all t " 1,...,T ,...T # P , such that limT *+ TB /T " $B 1 0 .

Assumption 2: The parameters are estimated using OLS.
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]
-1 T
'
'
Assumption 3: (a) T -1 ([trT
"1 UT ,tUT ,t ! j - r 7 j where 7 j = limT *+ T (t "1 E (UT ,tUT ,t ! j ) all

j $ 0 , (b) 711, j = 0 all j $ " , (c) supT $1,t .T #P E | UT ,t |2q ) + some q 1 1 , (d) The zero mean
triangular array UT ,t ! EUT ,t = (hT6 ,t # " , vec(xT ,t xT6 ,t - ExT ,t xT6 ,t )6 )6 satisfies Theorem 3.2 of De
Jong and Davidson (2000).

Assumption 4: For s , (0,1 # $P ] , (a) Rt /T - $R (s ) , (0, s ] , (b) !t - !(s ) , (!+,1] , (c)

P /T * $P , (0, +) .

2
Theorem 1: Given Assumptions 1 – 4, (Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t #" - uˆW
,t # " ) *d
1#$P

{ -2/1

(1 - !(s ))[s -1W (s ) - $R-1(s )(W (s ) - W (s - $R (s )))]'V 1/ 2BV 1/ 2dW (s )

1#$P

(1 - !2 (s ))s -2W (s )'V 1/ 2BV 1/ 2W (s )ds

1#$P

(1 - !(s ))2 $R-2 (W (s ) - W (s - $R (s )))'V 1/ 2BV 1/ 2 (W (s ) - W (s - $R (s )))]ds }

+ /1
" /1

1#$P

!(s )(1 - !(s ))s -1$R-1(s )W (s )'V 1/ 2BV 1/ 2 (W (s ) - W (s - $R (s )))ds }

1#$P

(1 - !(s ))[s -1(/0 g(r )dr ) - $R-1(s )(/s -$

" 2/1

+ 2 { !/1

1#$P

+ /1

s

s

R (s )

g(r )dr )]'V 1/ 2dW (s )

s

[(1 - !2 (s ))s -2W (s )'V 1/ 2 (/0 g(r )dr )
s

" (1 - !)2 $R-2 (s )(W (s ) - W (s - $R (s )))'V 1/ 2 (/s -$

R (s )

1#$P

" /1

1#$P

" /1

s

!(s )(1 - !(s ))s -1$R-1(s )W (s )'V 1/ 2 (/s -$

R (s )

g(r )dr )]ds

g(r )dr )ds
s

!(s )(1 - !(s ))s -1$R-1(s )(W (s ) - W (s - $R (s )))'V 1/ 2 (/0 g(r )dr )]ds
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1#$P

(1 - !(s ))g(s )'V 1/ 2[s -1W (s ) - $R-1(s )(W (s ) - W (s - $R (s )))]ds }

1#$P

(1 - !(s ))g(s )' B -1[s -1(/0 g(r )dr ) - $R-1(s )(/s -$

" /1

+ { -2/1

s

s

R (s )

1#$P

+ /1

s

s

[(1 - !2 (s ))s -2 (/0 g(r )dr )' B -1(/0 g(r )dr )
s

" (1 - !(s ))2 $R-2 (/s -$

R (s )

1#$P

" 2/1

g(r )dr )]ds

s

g(r )dr )' B -1(/s -$

R (s )

s

g(r )dr )]ds
s

!(s )(1 - !(s ))s -1$R-1(s )(/0 g(r )dr )' B -1(/s -$

R (s )

g(r )dr )ds }

Proof of Theorem 1: Straightforward but tedious algebra along the lines of West (1996) and Clark

and McCracken (2001) reveals that

2
(6) (Tt "#TP (uˆR2 ,t # " - uˆW
,t # " ) =

{ -2(Tt "#TP (1 - !t )(T -1/ 2hT' ,t # " )B(T 1/ 2 [HT ,R (t ) - HT ,L (t )])
" 2T -1 (Tt "#TP !t (1 - !t )HT' ,R (t )BHT ,L (t ))

+ T -1 (Tt "#TP [(1 - !t2 )(T 1/ 2H R' (t ))B(T 1/ 2HT ,R (t )) - (1 - !t )2 (T 1/ 2HT' ,L (t ))B(T 1/ 2HT ,L (t ))] }
+ 2 { -(Tt "#TP (1 - !t )(T -1/ 2hT' ,t #" )[(t -1 (ts -""1 g(s /T )) - (Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 g(s /T ))]
+ T -1 (Tt "#TP [(1 - !t2 )(T 1/ 2HT' ,R (t ))(t -1 (ts -""1 g(s /T ))
– (1 - !t )2 (T 1/ 2HT' ,L (t ))(Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 g(s /T ))]
" T -1 (Tt "#TP !t (1 - !t )[(T 1/ 2HT' ,R (t ))(Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 g(s /T ))

– (T 1/ 2HT' ,L (t ))(t -1 (ts -""1 g(s /T ))]
" T -1 (Tt "#TP (1 - !t )g(t /T )' [(T 1/ 2HT ,R (t )) - (T 1/ 2HT ,L (t ))] }
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+ { -2T -1 (Tt "#TP (1 - !t )g(t /T )' B -1[(t -1 (ts -""1 g(s /T )) - (Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 g (s /T ))]
+ T -1 (Tt "#TP [(1 - !t2 )(t -1 (ts -""1 g(s /T ))' B -1(t -1 (ts -""1 g(s /T ))
– (1 - !t )2 (Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 g(s /T ))' B(Rt-1 (st -""t - " -Rt #1 g(s /T ))]
" 2T -1 (Tt "#TP !t (1 - !t )(t -1 (st -""1 g(s /T ))' B -1(Rt-1 (st -""t - " -Rt #1 g(s /T )) } + op (1) .

For the remainder we show that the expansion in (6) converges in distribution to the term
provided in the Theorem. To do so recall that Assumption 4 maintains Rt /T - $R (s ) and

!t - !(s ) . With that in mind, continuity and Assumption 1 imply g(t /T ) - g(s ) ,
s

s

t -1 (ts -""1 g(s /T ) - s -1(/0 g(r )dr ) and Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 g(s /T ) - $R-1(s )(/s -$ (s ) g(r )dr .
R
Assumptions 3 (a) - (d) then imply both T 1/ 2HT ,R (t ) - s !1V 1/ 2W (s ) and T 1/ 2HT ,L (t ) -

$R-1(s )V 1/ 2 (W (s ) - W (s - $R (s ))) . The continuous mapping theorem then provides the desired
results for the second and third contributions to the first bracketed term, for the second, third and
fourth contributions to the second bracketed term and all three contributions to the third.
The remaining two contributions (the first in each of the first two bracketed terms), are each
weighted sums of increments hT ,t #" . Consider the first contribution to the second bracketed term.
Since this increment satisfies Assumption 3 (d) and has an associated long-run variance V , we can
apply Theorem 4.1 of de Jong and Davidson (2000) directly to obtain the desired convergence in
distribution

-(Tt "#TP (1 - !t )(T -1/ 2hT' ,t #" )[(t -1 (ts -""1 g(s /T )) - (Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 g(s /T ))]
1#$P

*d !/1

s

s

(1 - !(s ))[s -1(/0 g(r )dr ) - $R-1(s )(/s -$

R (s )
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g(r )dr )]'V 1/ 2dW (s ) .

For the first contribution to the first bracketed term additional care is needed. Again, since the
increments satisfy Assumption 3 (d) with long-run variance V we can apply Theorem 4.1 of de
Jong and Davidson (2000) to obtain

-2(Tt "#TP (1 - !t )(T -1/ 2hT' ,t # " )B(T 1/ 2 [HT ,R (t ) - HT ,L (t )])
1#$P

*d -2/1

(1 - !(s ))[s -1W (s ) - $R-1(s )(W (s ) - W (s - $R (s )))]'V 1/ 2BV 1/ 2dW (s ) # 8 .

Note the addition of the drift term 8 . To obtain the desired result we must show that this term is
zero. A detailed proof is provided in Lemma A6 of Clark and McCracken (2005) – albeit under the
technical conditions provided in Hansen (1992) rather than those provided here. Rather than repeat
the proof we provide an intuitive argument. Note that HT ,R (t ) = t -1 (ts -""1 hT ,s # " while HT ,L (t ) =
Rt-1 (ts -""t - " -Rt #1 hT ,s # " . In particular note the range of summation. Since Assumption 3 (b)

maintains that the increments of the stochastic integral hT ,t #" form an MA( " ! 1 ) we find that
hT ,t #" is uncorrelated with every element of HT ,R (t ) and HT ,L (t ) . Since 8 captures the

contribution to the mean of the limiting distribution due to covariances between the increments
hT ,t #" and the elements of HT ,R (t ) – HT ,L (t ) we know that 8 = 0 and the proof is complete.

Proof of Corollary 2.1: Follows as a special case of Corollary 3.1 when !t " 0 for all t .

Proof of Corollary 3.1: For both cases (a) and (b), note that the expectation of the second

bracketed term {.} , from Theorem 1, is zero. Note also that the first bracketed term does not
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depend upon $B and hence its expectation is the same for both cases. Taking the expectation of
this term we obtain

1#$P

{ -2/1

(1 - !(s ))tr (V 1/ 2BV 1/ 2E ([s -1W (s ) - $R-1(s )(W (s ) - W (s - $R (s )))]dW ' (s )))

1#$P

(1 - !2 (s ))s -2tr (V 1/ 2BV 1/ 2E (W (s )W (s )' ))ds

1#$P

(1 - !(s ))2 $R-2 (s )tr (V 1/ 2BV 1/ 2E ((W (s ) - W (s - $R (s ))) '

+ /1
" /1

(W (s ) - W (s - $R (s )))' )ds
1#$P

" 2/1

!(s )(1 - !(s ))s -1$R-1(s )tr (V 1/ 2BV 1/ 2E ((W (s ) - W (s - $R (s )))W (s )' ))ds }
1#$P

= 0 + tr (BV ) { /1
1#$P

– 2/1

(1 - !(s ))2 $R-2 (s )(s - $R (s ))ds

!(s )(1 - !(s ))s -1$R-1(s )(s - $R (s ))ds }

1#$P

= tr (BV )/1

1#$P

(1 - !2 (s ))s -1ds – /1

1
1
(1 - !(s ))2 ( )ds .
s $R (s )

(a) We now derive the expectation of the third bracketed term under the assumption of a single
break of magnitude %# at time $B given $R (s ) 1 s ! $B all s , [1,1 # $P ] . Under this
restriction first note that

23 %# s 1 $B
,
g(s) = 3
4
33 0
s . $B
5

s
/0 g(r )dr

23(s - $B )%# s 1 $B
s
.
= /s -$ (s ) g(r )dr = 3
4
R
33 0
s . $B
5

After taking expectations, direct substitution and algebra then provides
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1#$P

%# 'B -1%# { 2/1
1#$P

+ /1

(1 - !(s ))(s - $B )(s - $R (s ))s -1$R-1(s )ds

(s - $B )2 ((1 - !2 (s ))s -2 - (1 - !(s ))2 $R-2 (s ))ds
1#$P

" 2/1

!(s )(1 - !(s ))s -1$R-1(s )(s - $B )2ds }

1#$P

= %# 'B -1%# /1

(1 - !(s ))(s - $R (s ))(s - $B ) '

(s - $B )(!(s )(s - $R (s )) - (s # $R (s ))) # 2s$R (s ))
(
)ds .
s 2$R2 (s )

(b) We now derive the expectation of the third bracketed term under the assumption of a single
break of magnitude %# at time $B given $R (s ) . s ! $B all s , [1,1 # $P ] . Under this
restriction first note that

23 %# s 1 $B
,
g(s ) = 34
33 0
s . $B
5

s
/0 g(r )dr

23(s - $B )%# s 1 $B
,
= 34
33 0
s . $B
5

323 $R (s )%# s 1 $B
s
.
/s -$R (s ) g(r )dr = 4
33 0
s . $B
5

After taking expectations, direct substitution and algebra then provides

1#$P

%# 'B -1%# { 2/1
1#$P

" 2/1

1#$P

(1 - !(s ))s -1$Bds + /1

!(s )(1 - !(s ))s -1(s - $B )ds }
1#$P

= %# 'B -1%# /1

$2
(1 - !2 (s ))( B2 )ds .
s
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((1 - !2 (s ))s -2 (s - $B )2 - (1 - !(s ))2 )ds

Appendix Corollary: In the presence of a single break in the regression parameter vector, the

pointwise (conditionally) optimal window width and combining weights satisfy

$R* (s, !(s )) =

2
3
3
3
3
3
s
3
3
3
3
3
3
' -1
3
2 %# B %#
3
!
$
2
(1
(
))(
)
s
s
s
3
B
3
tr (BV )
3
3
' -1
3
4 2(s - $ )(s - !(s )(s - $ )) %# B %# - s(1 - !(s ))
B
B
3
3
tr (BV )
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
s - $B
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
invariant
3
5

!* (s, $R (s )) =

2$B (s - $B )
! .1!

%# ' B -1 %#
tr (BV )

s
'

2$B (s - $B )
1!

-1

%# B %#
tr (BV )

s

)!
s

.

s # 2$B (s - $B )
s
'

s # 2$B (s - $B )

-1

%# B %#

%# ' B -1 %#
tr (BV )

)! )1

tr (BV )

!"1

2
s(s ! $R (s ))
3
3
0 . $R (s ) ) s ! $B
' -1
3
%# B %# 2
3
33 s(s ! $R (s )) # (
)$B $R (s )
tr (BV )
3
3
3
' -1
3
%
%
#
#
B
3
)s(s - $B )(s - $B - $R (s ))
s$R (s ) # (
3
3
tr (BV )
3
s ! $B . $R (s ) ) s
4
' -1
%# B %#
3
2
3
#
(
)
(
)(
)
(
(
))
$
$
$
s
s
s
s
s
R
B
R
3
3
tr (BV )
3
3
3
invariant
$R (s ) " s
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5

.

Proof of Appendix Corollary: We will first derive the reaction function $R* (s, !(s )) . We do so by

maximizing the sum of the arguments of the integrals in Corollary 3.1, for each fixed s , keeping in
mind the piecewise nature of the objective function at $R " s ! $B . That $R* (s, !(s )) is invariant
when ! " 1 arises since no weight is being placed on the rolling component of the combined
forecast. That $R* (s, !(s )) will never be less than s ! $B arises since the bias term in the expansion
of Corollary 3.1 (b) does not depend upon $R* (s, !(s )) and the variance term in the same expansion
is monotone increasing in $R* (s, !(s )) .
For the other two components of the reaction function we need only consider optimizing the
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expansion of Corollary 3.1 (a). Hence the derivation is based upon maximizing

1 1
(7) tr (BV )(1 - !)2 ( - )
s $R
2
2!(1 - !)(s - $B )2
(1 - !)2
2(1 - !)(s - $B )(s - $R )
2 1-!
(
)
(
)
}.
+ s $B
"
+ %# B %# {
s$R
s$R
$R2
s2
'

-1

Note that for brevity, since the optimization is performed holding the index s fixed, we omit it from

! and $R . Differentiating (7) with respect to $R we obtain

FOC $R :

tr (BV )(1 - !)2
2(1 - !)(s - $B )
+ %# 'B -1%# { !
2
$R2
$R
+

2(s - $B )2 (1 - !)2
2!(1 - !)(s - $B )2
+
}
$R3
s$R2

1-!
= ( 3 ) [ tr (BV )s$R (1 - !) + %# 'B -1%# { -2s$R (s - $B )
s$R

+ 2s(s - $B )2 (1 - !) + 2!$R (s - $B )2 }]
SOC $R : !

–

2tr (BV )(1 - !)2
4(1 - !)(s - $B )
+ %# 'B -1%# {
3
$R3
$R
6(s - $B )2 (1 - !)2 4!(1 - !)(s - $B )2
–
}
$R4
s$R3

1-!
= -2( 4 ) [ tr (BV )s$R (1 - !) – %# 'B -1%# { 2s$R (s - $B )
s$R

– 3s(s - $B )2 (1 - !) – 2!$R (s - $B )2 }]
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To solve for the (potential) interior solution we set the FOC equal to zero and solve for $R .

0 = tr (BV )s$R (1 - !) + %# 'B -1%# { -2s$R (s - $B ) + 2s(s - $B )2 (1 - !) + 2!$R (s - $B )2 }
= $R (s(1 - !) # 2

%# 'B -1%#
%# 'B -1%#
s(s - $B )2 (1 - !)
(s - $B )(-s # !(s - $B )) + 2
tr (BV )
tr (BV )

or
2s(1 - !(s ))(s - $B )2

$R* (!) =

%# 'B -1%#

tr (BV )
%# B -1%#
'

2(s - $B )(s - !(s )(s - $B ))

tr (BV )

.

- s(1 - !(s ))

Straightforward algebra reveals both the constraints ensure that s ! $B 1 $R* (!) 1 s and that the
SOC is negative when evaluated at $R* (!) .
Now consider the reaction function !* (s, $R (s )) . When s " $R we find that the optimal value
of ! is invariant because the recursive and rolling forecasts are identical. For s ) $R , in contrast
to the previous derivation, we must explicitly consider interior solutions for the value of ! that
maximizes not only equation (7) but also its equivalent from Corollary 3.1 (b)

1 1
$2
(8) tr (BV )(1 - !)2 ( - ) + %# 'B -1%#(1 - !2 )( B2 ) .
s $R
s

Differentiating (7) and (8) with respect to ! we obtain

1 1
2(s - $B )(s - $R )
FOC (7) ! : -2tr (BV )(1 - !)( - ) + %# 'B -1%# { s$R
s $R
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+ 2(s - $B )2 (-

2(1 - 2!)(s - $B )2
! (1 - !)
)
}
#
–
s$R
s2
$R2

2
= ( 2 2 ) [ tr (BV )(1 - !)s$R (s - $R ) + %# 'B -1%# { -s$R (s - $B )(s - $R )
s $R

+ (s - $B )2 ((1 - !)s 2 - !$R2 ) – (1 - 2!)s$R (s - $B )2 }
1 1
4(s - $B )2
1
1
}
SOC (7) ! : 2tr (BV )( - ) + %# 'B -1%# { -2(s - $B )2 ( 2 # 2 ) +
s$R
s $R
s
$R

= (-

2(s - $R )
' -1
2
2 2 ) [ tr (BV )s$R + %# B %#(s - $B ) (s - $R ) .
s $R

2!$B2 %# 'B -1%#
1 1
FOC (8) ! : -2tr (BV )(1 - !)( - ) – {
}
s $R
s2

1 1
2$ 2 %# 'B -1%#
SOC (8) ! : 2tr (BV )( - ) – { B
}
s $R
s2

To solve for the (potential) interior solutions we set each FOC equal to zero and solve for ! . Doing
so for FOC (7) we find that

0 = tr (BV )(1 - !)s$R (s - $R ) + %# 'B -1%# { -s$R (s - $B )(s - $R )
+ (s - $B )2 ((1 - !)s 2 - !$R2 ) – (1 - 2!)s$R (s - $B )2
= !!(s$R (s - $R ) # (s - $B )2 (s - $R )2

%# 'B -1%#
)
tr (BV )

%# 'B -1%#
)
+ (s$R (s - $R ) # s(s - $B )(s - $R )(s - $R - $B )
tr (BV )

or
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%# 'B -1%#
)s(s - $B )(s - $B - $R )
tr (BV )
.
%# 'B -1%#
2
s$R # (
)(s - $B ) (s - $R )
tr (BV )

s$R # (
!* ($R ) =

Using similar arguments for FOC (8) we find that !* ($R ) =

s(s - $R )
.
%# 'B -1%# 2
)$ $
s(s - $R ) # (
tr (BV ) B R

Straightforward algebra reveals that both second order conditions are uniformly negative over their
respective ranges of ! and hence the proof is complete.

Proof of Corollary 2.2: Follows as a special case of the Appendix Corollary when !t " 0 for all

t.

Proof of Corollary 3.2: The result follows from combining the two reaction functions from the

Appendix Corollary.
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Table 1: Summary of Forecast Approaches
approach

explanation

recursive
rolling: known break R
rolling: known R*

coefficient estimates based on all available data
coefficient estimates based on post-break sample, using the known break date
coefficient estimates based on R* most recent observations, where R* is
determined using (4) and the known values of the break point, the break size,
and the population moments as specified in the DGP
combination of the recursive forecast and a forecast based on rolling
parameter estimates from the post-break period, with weights determined
using (5) and the known features of the DGP
coefficient estimates based on R most recent observations, with R = 40
coefficient estimates based on post-break sample, using sup Wald-based
estimates of the break point and sample moment estimates
coefficient estimates based on R* most recent observations, where R* is
estimated using (4) and sup Wald-based estimates of the break point and size
and sample moment estimates.
combination of the recursive forecast and a forecast based on rolling
parameter estimates from the post-break period, with weights estimated using
(5), based on the results of the Andrews (1993) test (2.5% sig.level) and the
estimated date of the break
combination of the recursive forecast and a forecast based on rolling
parameter estimates from the R most recent observations, with R = 40, and
weights estimated using (5)
Bayesian model average of forecasts from models allowing a single break at
an unknown date, within a range of observations 21 and t-20. The prior
probability on each model or forecast is 1/number of possible break dates.
For each model, the prior on the pre-break coefficients is loose, while the
prior on the change in coefficients at the break date is informative, with a
mean of zero.
same as above, except that the hyperparameter determining the
informativeness of the prior on the break size is data-determined, to maximize
the marginal likelihood of the average forecast.

opt. comb: known

rolling: fixed R
rolling: post-break R
rolling: estimated R*

opt. comb.: estimated

opt. comb.: fixed R

BMA, fixed prior variance

BMA, optimized prior
variance
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Table 2: Baseline Monte Carlo Results, Average MSEs
(average MSE for recursive, and ratio of average MSE to recursive average for other forecasts)
Break point: observation 80

recursive
rolling: known break R
rolling: known R*
opt. comb.: known
rolling: fixed R
rolling: post-break R
rolling: estimated R*
opt. comb.: estimated
opt. comb.: fixed R
BMA, fixed prior variance
BMA, optimized prior variance

P =1
13.796
.979
.950
.900
.940
1.007
.992
.980
.940
.930
.964

DGP 1
P = 20
P = 40
13.321
12.954
.925
.916
.917
.911
.884
.888
.916
.921
.986
.976
.964
.956
.962
.955
.914
.913
.916
.915
.940
.935

P = 80
12.479
.914
.912
.898
.945
.961
.947
.946
.930
.917
.931

P =1
2.199
.976
.939
.882
.949
.994
.971
.960
.944
.882
.914

DGP 2
P = 20
P = 40
2.102
2.043
.929
.914
.922
.914
.877
.880
.919
.921
.988
.972
.961
.950
.951
.941
.913
.908
.875
.880
.896
.893

P = 80
1.961
.912
.914
.892
.946
.956
.941
.934
.925
.892
.898

Break point: observation 60

recursive
rolling: known break R
rolling: known R*
opt. comb.: known
rolling: fixed R
rolling: post-break R
rolling: estimated R*
opt. comb.: estimated
opt. comb.: fixed R
BMA, fixed prior variance
BMA, optimized prior variance

P =1
12.484
.936
.933
.915
.936
1.001
.980
.978
.924
.932
.954

DGP 1
P = 20
P = 40
12.256
12.111
.929
.930
.928
.930
.915
.920
.952
.965
.987
.979
.970
.965
.969
.964
.935
.946
.933
.934
.948
.947

P = 80
11.827
.935
.936
.929
.989
.974
.964
.963
.965
.940
.949

P =1
2.024
.909
.916
.893
.909
.966
.949
.940
.895
.894
.904

DGP 2
P = 20
P = 40
1.942
1.900
.920
.923
.925
.928
.906
.913
.944
.965
.974
.971
.956
.956
.949
.950
.923
.939
.906
.914
.911
.917

P = 80
1.844
.931
.936
.925
.992
.968
.957
.953
.958
.926
.928

Notes:
1. DGPs 1 and 2 are defined in Section 4.1. The forecast approaches are defined in Table 1.
2. The total number of observations in each experiment is 180. Forecasting begins with observation 101. Results
are reported for forecasts evaluated from period 101 through 180. The break in the DGP occurs at observation 80
(i.e., λB = .8) in the experiment results reported in the upper panel and observation 60 (λB = .6) in the experiment
results reported in the lower panel.
3. The table entries are based on averages of forecast MSEs across 5000 Monte Carlo simulations. For the recursive
forecast, the table reports the average MSEs. For the other forecasts, the table reports the ratio of the average MSE
to the average recursive MSE.
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Table 3: Baseline Monte Carlo Results for DGPs with Smaller and Larger Breaks, Average MSEs
(average MSE for recursive, and ratio of average MSE to recursive average for other forecasts)
Smaller break at observation 80

recursive
rolling: known break R
rolling: known R*
opt. comb.: known
rolling: fixed R
rolling: post-break R
rolling: estimated R*
opt. comb.: estimated
opt. comb.: fixed R
BMA, fixed prior variance
BMA, optimized prior variance

P =1
11.607
1.166
1.003
.989
1.034
1.069
1.043
1.044
1.007
.993
1.004

DGP 1
P = 20
P = 40
11.456
11.351
1.077
1.046
1.006
1.002
.982
.982
1.029
1.033
1.064
1.061
1.040
1.038
1.040
1.038
1.000
1.002
.990
.990
1.001
1.000

P = 80
11.183
1.021
.996
.981
1.045
1.054
1.032
1.033
1.009
.990
.999

P =1
1.835
1.177
1.000
.984
1.044
1.072
1.040
1.037
1.006
.997
.993

DGP 2
P = 20
P = 40
1.790
1.767
1.092
1.057
1.000
1.000
.982
.981
1.037
1.043
1.074
1.070
1.040
1.038
1.038
1.035
1.000
1.002
.995
.996
.991
.990

P = 80
1.738
1.029
.998
.983
1.057
1.061
1.033
1.031
1.009
.997
.989

Larger break at observation 80

recursive
rolling: known break R
rolling: known R*
opt. comb.: known
rolling: fixed R
rolling: post-break R
rolling: estimated R*
opt. comb.: estimated
opt. comb.: fixed R
BMA, fixed prior variance
BMA, optimized prior variance

P =1
19.942
.675
.672
.657
.788
.723
.725
.711
.815
.834
.772

DGP 1
P = 20
P = 40
18.422
17.291
.667
.685
.669
.687
.658
.678
.733
.728
.701
.709
.701
.708
.692
.702
.748
.735
.803
.796
.723
.724

P = 80
15.973
.714
.715
.710
.759
.728
.728
.724
.760
.793
.738

P =1
3.608
.595
.610
.574
.778
.615
.634
.604
.812
.582
.607

DGP 2
P = 20
P = 40
3.323
3.128
.590
.599
.601
.608
.578
.591
.679
.653
.611
.614
.618
.619
.600
.606
.702
.664
.577
.590
.592
.600

P = 80
2.847
.629
.635
.625
.680
.638
.643
.634
.683
.623
.629

Notes:
1. DGPs 1 and 2 are defined in Section 4.1. In the experiments in the upper panel, the breaks imposed in the DGPs
are 1/2 the size of those imposed in the baseline experiments. In the experiments in the lower panel, the breaks
imposed in the DGPs are twice the size of those imposed in the baseline experiments. The forecast approaches are
defined in Table 1.
2. The total number of observations in each experiment is 180. Forecasting begins with observation 101. Results are
reported for forecasts evaluated from period 101 through 180. The break in the DGP occurs at observation 80 (i.e.,
λB = .8).
3. The table entries are based on averages of forecast MSEs across 5000 Monte Carlo simulations. For the recursive
forecast, the table reports the average MSEs. For the other forecasts, the table reports the ratio of the average MSE
to the average recursive MSE.
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Table 4: Application Results, 1985-2006 Forecast Accuracy
(RMSE for recursive forecast, and ratio of MSE to recursive MSE for other forecasts)

recursive
rolling: fixed R
rolling: post-break R
rolling: estimated R*
opt. comb.: estimated
opt. comb.: fixed R
BMA, fixed prior variance
BMA, optimized prior variance

GDP & interest rates
2.384
.831
.949
.956
.951
.840
.958
.992

Employment & factors
1.225
.894
.931
.963
.941
.880
.948
.986

recursive
rolling: fixed R
rolling: post-break R
rolling: estimated R*
opt. comb.: estimated
opt. comb.: fixed R
BMA, fixed prior variance
BMA, optimized prior variance

Ind. prod. & factors
6.141
.997
.998
1.011
.992
.974
.975
.999

Unemployment rate & factors
.133
.969
1.003
1.003
.981
.961
.990
.988

recursive
rolling: fixed R
rolling: post-break R
rolling: estimated R*
opt. comb.: estimated
opt. comb.: fixed R
BMA, fixed prior variance
BMA, optimized prior variance

3-month T-bill & factors
.207
.988
1.190
1.103
1.074
.926
1.009
1.064

CPI inflation & factors
2.522
.995
1.067
1.035
1.039
.964
1.015
.992

Notes:
1. Details of the six applications (data, forecast model specification, etc.) are provided in Section 5. In all cases, the
units of the predictand are annualized percentage points.
2. The forecast approaches listed in the first column are defined in Table 1. Note that, for the fixed R rolling forecasts,
R = 40 for the (quarterly) GDP application and R = 120 for the other (monthly) applications. For the forecasts based
on break date estimates, the minimum sample window allowed is 20 observations in the (quarterly) GDP application
and 60 observations in the other (monthly) applications.
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